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FOURIER MULTIPLIERS FOR HARDY SPACES ON LAGUERRE HYPERGROUP
ATEF RAHMOUNI
ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to give an estimate for the Fourier–Laguerre
transform on Hardy spaces in the setting of Laguerre hypergroup. The atomic and molecular
characterization is investigated which allows us to prove a version of Ho¨rmander’s multiplier
theorem on H p (0 < p ≤ 1).
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of Fourier multipliers is well developed on Euclidean spaces, with various results
having been established to give sufficient conditions for a multiplier operator to be bounded on
the Lebesgue spaces Lp(p > 1) or Hardy spaces H p(0 < p≤ 1). Among these are Ho¨rmander’s
multiplier theorem and its variants.
A bounded measurable function M defined on Rn is said to be a multiplier for H p(Rn),
0 < p ≤ ∞, if f ∈ L2∩H p(Rn) implies F−1(M f̂ ) ∈ H p(Rn) and
‖F−1(M f̂ )‖H p(Rn) ≤Cp‖ f‖H p(Rn) (with Cp independent of f ),
where f̂ and F−1( f ) denote the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform, respec-
tively. The multiplier theorem was originally due to Ho¨rmander [17] on Rn. Caldero´n and
Torchinsky [7] extended the Lp(Rn) multipliers to H p(Rn) multipliers. A considerable effort
has been made to extend the classical Fourier multiplier theory to groups and Lie group. De
Michele and Mauceri [20] applied Coifman and Weiss’theory [10, Chapter 3] to extend the
Lp multiplier theorem to the three–dimensional Heisenberg group H. Lin [21, 22] followed the
same general approach of [20] and extended their result to the more general case of the (2n+1)–
dimensional Heisenberg group Hn. In the setting of hypergroups a version of Ho¨rmander’s
multiplier theorem was established in [24] for Lp functions (p > 1) on Bessel–Kingman hy-
pergroups, a particular class of Che´bli–Trime`che hypergroups with polynomial growth. For
general Che´bli–Trime`che hypergroups the Lp–Fourier multipliers were investigated by Bloom
and Xu [4] and extended their result to H p when 0 < p ≤ 1 (cf.[5]).
The purpose of this paper is to investigate on local Hardy spaces on Laguerre hypergroup.
To establish a version of Ho¨rmander’s multiplier theorem, namely Ho¨rmander–type multipliers
on H p(K) for 0 < p ≤ 1, coupled with the atomic and molecular characterizations of the local
Hardy spaces on Laguerre hypergroups, but a well–known problem is the characterization of
F ( f ) for f ∈H p(K). Elements of H p(K), where p < 1, are not L1(K) functions, so how is one
supposed to define their Fourier–Laguerre transforms? To do this we employ the method used
by Taibleson and Weiss [29] on euclidean space also motivated by the treatment of [6, 23, 31, 4]
which was the subject of the following result :
Key words and phrases. Laguerre hypergroup, Hardy space, Laguerre–Fourier transform, Ho¨rmander
multiplier.
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For p ∈ (0,1], the Fourier–Laguerre transform F ( f ) of f ∈ H p(K) is continuous function
and satisfies the following estimate (cf. Theorem 4.6)
|F ( f )(λ ,m)| ≤C‖ f‖H p(K)N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1), (1.1)
where N (λ ,m) the quasi–semi–norm on the dual of Laguerre hypergroup and Q the homoge-
nous dimension of K (cf. §2).
At the origin, the estimate (1.1) forces f ∈ H p ∩ L1(K) to have vanishing moments, as
seen by the degree of 0 of F ( f ) at the origin, illustrating the necessity of the vanishing
moments of the atoms. Away from the origin, we show in Corollary 4.9 that the function
| f̂ (λ ,m)|p|N (λ ,m)|Q2 (p−2) is integrable for 0 < p ≤ 1, which is a generalization of Paley–
type inequality on Laguerre hypergroup and by using the Marcinkiewicz interpolation the-
orem we obtain an analogue of the Paley–type inequality was extended (the range of p) to
Lpα(K), 1 < p ≤ 2, that is a Pitt–type inequality for the Fourier–Laguerre transform.
In the main result [Theorem 4.11], when paired with the molecular characterization of lo-
cal Hardy space on Laguerre hypergroup, we showed that the multiplier operator TM( f ) =
F−1(M f̂ ) is bounded provided the multiplier M satisfies Mihlin-Ho¨rmander condition. The
strategy of proof follows the classical approach, starting with kernel estimates. It will be more
complicated in the general case, when the molecules are defined away from the origin.
The paper is organized as follows. We recall some results about harmonic analysis on K
which we will need in the sequel are given in §. 2. In §. 3 we give an appropriate definition
of atoms and molecules and investigate the molecular characterization of Hardy spaces H p(K)
for 0 < p ≤ 1. §. 4, contains the main results of this paper, where some useful estimates for
characters, prove of Theorem 4.6 and as we list some consequences of this theorem. Finally
use the molecular characterization to obtain a version of Ho¨rmander’s multiplier theorem and
give application of Ho¨rmander’s multiplier. Finally, we mention that C will be always used to
denote a suitable positive constant that is not necessarily the same in each occurrence.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON LAGUERRE HYPERGROUP
Most results in this section are known. We consistently use the same notations as those in
[3, 30], and refer readers to [14] and [3, 30] for most terminologies, notations, and detailed
proofs.
Throughout the paper we denote by K = [0,+∞)×R the Laguerre hypergroup which is the
fundamental manifold of the radial function space for the Heisenberg group [3]. We recall
that (K,∗α) is a commutative hypergroup [19], on which the involution and the Haar measure
are respectively given by the homeomorphism (x, t)→ (x, t)− = (x,−t) and the Radon posi-
tive measure dmα(x, t) = x
2α+1
piΓ(α+1)dxdt. The unit element of (K,∗α) is given by e = (0,0), i.e.
δ(x,t) ∗α δ(0,0) = δ(0,0) ∗α δ(x,t) = δ(x,t) for all (x, t) ∈ K. The convolution product ∗α is defined
for two bounded Radon measures µ and ν on K as follows
〈µ ∗α ν, f 〉=
∫
K×K
T (α)(x,t) f (y,s)dµ(x, t)dν(y,s),
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where α is a fixed nonnegative real number and {T (α)
(x,t)}(x,t)∈K are the translation operators on
the Laguerre hypergroup (cf. [3, 19, 26, 30]), given by
T (α)
(x,t) f (y,s) = 〈δ(x,t) ∗α δ(y,s), f 〉=

α
pi
∫ 1
0
∫ 2pi
0 f ((ξ ,η)r,θ )r(1− r2)α−1dθdr if α > 0,
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 f ((ξ ,η)1,θ )dθ if α = 0,
where (ξ ,η)r,θ = (
√
x2 + y2 +2xyr cosθ , t + s+ xyr sinθ). Note that T (α)
(0,0) f (y,s) = f (y,s).
For the particular case µ = f mα and ν = gmα , f and g being two suitable functions on K,
one has µ ∗α ν = ( f ∗α g)mα , where f ∗α g is the convolution product of f and g given by
f ∗α g(x, t) =
∫
K×K
T (α)
(−y,s) f (x, t)g(y,s)dmα(y,s).
The harmonic analysis on the Laguerre hypergroup is generated by the Laguerre operator
Lα =
∂ 2
∂x2 +
2α +1
x
∂
∂x + x
2 ∂ 2
∂ t2 , α ≥ 0. (2.1)
For α = n− 1, n ∈ N \ {0}, Ln−1 is the radial part of the sub–Laplacian of the Heisenberg
group Hn. For all (x, t) ∈ K = [0,+∞[×R and (λ ,m) ∈ K̂ = R \ {0}×N we denote by ϕα(λ ,m)
the function given by
ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t) = eiλ tL αm (|λ |x2)
where L αm is the Laguerre function defined on [0,+∞[ by L αm (x) = e−x/2
Lαm(x)
Lαm(0)
, and Lαm being
the Laguerre polynomial of degree m and order α [18, 19]. ϕα(λ ,m) are eigenfunctions of the
operator Lα , namely one has for any function f ∈ L1α(K), with Lα f ∈ L1α(K)
(Lα f )̂(λ ,m) =−N (λ ,m) f̂ (λ ,m) (2.2)
where N (λ ,m) = 4|λ |(m+ α+12 ) is a quasi–norm on K̂ (cf. [25]).
The dual K̂ (see [3]) of Laguerre hypergroup is the space of all bounded continuous and mul-
tiplicative functions χ :K→ C such that χ˜ = χ , where χ˜(x, t) = χ(x,−t), (x, t) ∈K. Further-
more, K̂ is the collection {ϕα(λ ,m);(λ ,m) ∈ R∗×N}∪{ϕαρ ;ρ ≥ 0}, where ϕα(λ ,m) are Laguerre
functions and ϕαρ (x) = jα(ρx) are Bessel functions of first kind and order α [18]. The dual of
the Laguerre hypergroup K̂ can be topologically identified with the so–called Heisenberg fan
[12], i.e., the subset embedded in R2 given by
∪m∈N{(λ ,µ)∈R2 : µ = |λ |(2m+α+1),λ 6= 0}∪{(0,µ)∈R2 : µ ≥ 0}∼{R\{0}×N}∪{(0,0)}.
Moreover, the subset {(0,µ) ∈ R2 : µ ≥ 0} has zero Plancherel measure, therefore it will be
usually disregarded. The topology on K is given by the norm N(x, t) = (x4 +4t2)1/4, while we
assign to K̂ the topology generated by the quasi–semi–norm N (λ ,m) = 4|λ |(m+ α+12 ).
The Fourier–Laguerre transform of a suitable function f on K is given by
f̂ (λ ,m) =
∫
K
ϕα(−λ ,m)(x, t) f dmα(x, t). (2.3)
It is well known that the Fourier–Laguerre transform given above is a topological isomorphism
from the Schwartz space on K onto S (K̂): the Schwartz space on K̂ (see [1, 19]). Its inverse
is given by
g∨ =
∫
K̂
ϕα(λ ,m)gdγα(λ ,m)
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where dγα is the Plancherel measure on K̂ given by dγα(λ ,m) = |λ |α+1Lαm(0)δm⊗dλ .
We denote by Lpα(K) (resp. Lpα(K̂) where 1≤ p≤∞ the p–th Lebesgue space onK (resp. on
K̂) formed by the measurable functions f :K→C (resp. Φ : K̂→C) such that ‖ f‖Lpα(K) <+∞
(resp. ‖Φ‖Lpα(K̂) <+∞) where
‖ f‖Lpα(K) =

(∫
K
| f (x, t)|pdmα(x, t)
)1/p
if p ∈ [1,+∞[,
ess sup(x,t)∈K| f (x, t)| if p =+∞,
and
‖Φ‖Lpα(K̂) =

(∫
K̂
|Φ(λ ,m)|pdγα(λ ,m)
)1/p
if p ∈ [1,+∞[,
ess sup
(λ ,m)∈K̂|Φ(λ ,m)| if p =+∞.
We have the following Plancherel formula
‖ f‖L2α(K) = ‖ f̂‖L2α(K̂), f ∈ L
1
α(K̂)∩L
2
α(K̂),
and we have
‖ f̂‖L∞α ≤ ‖ f‖L1α . (2.4)
For δ > 0 we define the dilation on K by ρδ (x, t) = ( xδ , tδ 2 ), (x, t) ∈ K. We will denoted by
Q = 2α +4 the homogenous dimension of K and by fδ (x, t) = δ−Q f ◦ρδ (x, t) = δ−Q f ( xδ , tδ 2 )
the dilated of the function f defined on K with respect to the measure dmα in the sense that
‖ fδ‖L1α(K) = ‖ f‖L1α(K). We will define the ball centered at u = (x0, t0) of radius r, i.e., the set
B(u,r) = {(x, t) ∈K : N(x− x0, t− t0)< r},
and we denote by B(e,r) = {(x, t) ∈ K : N(x, t) < r} the open ball centered at e with radius
r. The volume of the ball B(u,r) is CQ rQ, where CQ is the volume of the unit ball B(e,r). Let
I = (i1, i0) ∈ N+×N+, where N+ the set of all nonnegative integers, we set d(I) = i1 +2i0. If
P(x, t) = ∑I aI(x, t)I is a polynomial where (x, t)I = xi1t i0, then we call max{d(I) : aI 6= 0} the
homogeneous degree of P(x, t). The set of all polynomials whose homogeneous degree ≤ s is
denoted by Ps.
3. THE ATOMIC DECOMPOSITION AND MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION
The theory of Hardy spaces was also established on more general groups than Rn. Motivated
by the work of Coifman and Weiss in [9, 10] and others (have been introduced and studied Hardy
spaces H p(X) on a space of homogeneous type) we introduced Hardy spaces on the Laguerre
hypergroup which may be interpreted as Hardy spaces defined on a space of homogeneous type
(X ,ν,ρ). By this we mean a topological space X equipped with a continuous pseudometric ρ
and a positive measure ν satisfying
ν(E(ξ ,2r))≤Cν(E(ξ ,r)) (3.1)
with a constant C independent of ξ and r > 0 and E(ξ ,r) = {η ∈ X : ρ(ξ ,η)< r}, ρ(ξ ,η) =
|ξ −η|. We shall use this result in the case in which X =K, ξ = (x, t), η = (y,s)∈K, ρ(ξ ,η)=
max{|x− y|,(t − s)2}, dν(ξ ) = dmα(x, t). It is clear that this measure satisfies the doubling
condition (3.1). The theory of Hardy spaces has been extended to other settings including
homogeneous Lie groups, compact Lie groups and subsets of Rn etc. Some general references
involving harmonic analysis and H p spaces are [11, 13, 14, 15, 28]. It is well known that
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H p(X) can be defined either in terms of maximal functions or in terms of atomic decompositions
(cf.[14]). Namely, let f ∈S ′(K) the maximal function is defined by
M ( f )(x, t) = sup
δ>0
| f ∗α φδ (x, t)|
where φ belongs to S , the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth functions satisfying∫ φ(x, t)dmα(x, t) = 1. The delation φδ is given by φδ (x, t) = δ−Qφ( xδ , tδ 2 ).
We say that a tempered distribution f ∈ S ′(K) is in H p(K) if M ( f ) is in Lpα(K). The quasi–
norm on H p is ‖ f‖pH p = ‖M ( f )‖pLpα , which satisfies ‖ f +g‖
p
H p ≤ ‖ f‖pH p +‖g‖pH p for 0 < p≤ 1.
When p > 1,H p and Lpα are essentially the same since, by the celebrated theorem of Hardy and
Littlewood, ‖M ( f )‖pLpα ≤Cp‖ f‖
p
Lpα
; however, when p ≤ 1 the space H p is much better adapted
to problems arising in the theory of harmonic analysis.
Now, we describe the atomic decomposition, molecular characterization, and some properties
for H p(K) centered at the origin e ∈ K which greatly simplifies the analysis of Hardy spaces
which will be used later.
Definition 3.1. Let 0 < p≤ 1≤ q≤∞ with p 6= q and s≥ [Q(1/p−1)]. (Such an ordered triple
(p,q,s) is called admissible). A function a ∈ Lqα(K), is called a (p,q,s)–atom with the center
at the origin e ∈K, if it satisfies the following conditions
(i) Supp a ⊂ B(e,r);
(ii) ‖a‖Lqα(K) ≤ mαB(e,r)
1
q−
1
p =C rQ(
1
q−
1
p );
(iii)
∫
K
a(x, t)P(x, t)dmα(x, t) = 0, for all P ∈ Ps, with s ≥ I = [Q(1/p− 1)] where [ . ]
denotes, as usual, the “greatest integer not exceeding” function.
Here, (i) means that an atom must be a function with compact support, (ii) is the size condi-
tion of atoms, and (iii) is called the cancelation moment condition. It is clear that a ∈ Lpα(K)
and ‖a‖Lpα(K) ≤ 1 for any (p,q,s)–atom a, by choosing r = q/p > 1,1/r
′ = 1−1/r = 1− p/q,
and using Ho¨lder’s inequality∫
K
|a(x, t)|p dmα(x, t) ≤
(∫
K
(|a(x, t)|p)r dmα(x, t)
)1/r(∫
B(e,r)
dmα(x, t)
)1/r′
= ‖a‖pLqα(K)
mαB(e,r)1−p/q ≤ 1.
We say that a is an exceptional atom when ‖a‖L∞α(K) ≤ 1.
Remark 3.1. For every (x0, t0),(x, t) ∈ K and r > 0 the function T (α)(x0,t0)χBr(x, t) is supported in
B˜r(x0, t0) and the following inequality is valid (see [16])
mαBr(x0, t0)≤CrQ max{1,(x0/r)2α+1}
mα B˜r(x0, t0)≤CrQ max{1,(x0/r)2α+3},
where B˜r(x0, t0) = {(x, t) ∈ K : |x− x0| < r, |t− t0| < x0(x0 + r)}. So, a(p,q,s)–atom centered
at (x0, t0) ∈K is defined to be a Lqα(K) function a on K such that the translation T
(α)
(x0,t0)
(a)(x, t)
is not a(p,q,s)–atom centered at the origin. Then the Hardy spaces associated with Laguerre
hypergroup can be regarded as the local version of H p.
Theorem 3.1. (Atomic decomposition of H p [14, Chapter 3]) Let (p,q,s) be an admissible
triple. Then any f in H p can be represented as a linear combination of (p,q,s)–atoms f =
∑∞k=1 βkak, βk ∈ C, where the ak are (p,q,s)–atoms and the sum converges in H p. Moreover,
‖ f‖H p ≈ inf
{
∑∞k=1 |βk|p : ∑∞k=1 βkak is a decomposition of f into atoms
}
.
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Let 0 < p ≤ 1. Our Hardy space H pq,s(K) is constituted by all those f ∈ S ′(K) that can be
represented by
f =
∞
∑
k=0
βkak (3.2)
being βk ∈ C and ak is a p–atom, for all k ∈ N, where ∑∞k=0 |βk|p < ∞ and the series in (3.2)
converges in S ′(K).
We define on H pq,s(K) the norm ‖−‖H pq,s(K) by
‖ f‖H pq,s(K) := inf
( ∞
∑
k=0
|βk|p
)1/p
,
where the infimum is taken over all those sequences {βk}k∈N ⊂ C such that f is given by (3.2)
for certain p–atoms ak,k ∈ N.
Remarks 1.
• While each H pq,s(K) function has a decomposition into (p,q,s)–atoms, it is natural to com-
pare the spaces of functions admitting decompositions into (p,q,s)–atoms and (p,q′,s′)–atoms.
It was shown in [14] that for each p, these spaces corresponding to different (q,s) all coincide,
hence we are dealing with a single space and so may be denoted simply by H p(K). It is there-
fore convenient to let q = 2, so the use of Plancherel’s formula becomes a powerful tool for the
study of H p.
• H p(K) is not a subspace of Lp(K) when p < 1.
Indeed, with the help of properties (i),(ii) and (iii) for a(p,∞,s)–atoms of H p(K). We have
‖a‖Lpα(K) =
(∫
B(e,r)
|a(x, t)|pdmα(x, t)
)1/p
≤ |B(e,r)|1/p ‖a‖L∞α(K)
≤ C1/pQ r
Q
p r
−Qp
= C1/pQ . (3.3)
Now, let f ∈ H p(K). Then, f ∈ S ′(K) and f = ∑k βkak, where βk ∈ C, and ak is a(p,∞,s)–
atom, for every k ∈ N, and ∑k |βk|p < ∞. By (3.3 ), the series defining f converges in Lpα(K).
Hence, f ∈ Lpα(K) and ‖ f‖Lpα(K)≤C
1/p
Q ∑k |βk|. Using the fact that ∑k |βk| ≤
(
∑k |βk|p
)1/p
, we
obtain
‖ f‖Lpα(K) ≤C
1/p
Q ‖ f‖H p(K).
As a calculation shows, the atomic decomposition of an f in H p does converge in Lp, but in
general it does not converge in Lp to f . For example, the difference δ (x, t)−δ (b−1(x, t)) (where
delta = Dirac delta–function and b is not the identity element) lies in H p for Q/(Q+1)< p < 1.
It doesn’t lie in Lp because it’s only a distribution, not a function; and any atomic decomposition
of it will converge to 0 in the Lp topology. This point is raised in the book of Folland–Stein [14,
Remark (2.18) (page 79)] .
Let us now introduce the molecules corresponding to the atoms we have just defined.
Definition 3.2. Let 0 < p ≤ 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, p 6= q, and s ≥ I = [Q(1/p− 1)]. Set a = 1− 1p +
ε, b= 1− 1q +ε, where ε >max{
s
Q ,
1
p−1}. A function M ∈ L
q
α(K) called a(p,q,s,ε)–molecule
centered at the origin e ∈K. If it satisfies
(i) M(., .).T (α)
(0,0)N(., .)
Qb ∈ Lqα(K);
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(ii) N(M) = ‖M‖
a
b
Lqα(K)
‖M(., .).T (α)
(0,0)N(., .)
Qb‖1−
a
b
Lqα(K)
< ∞
N(M) is called the molecular norm of M;
(iii)
∫
K
a(x, t)P(x, t)dmα(x, t) = 0, for all P ∈Ps.
The following result is very useful in establishing boundedness of linear operators on H p.
Theorem 3.2. [9, 29]
(i) Every (p,q,s′)–atom f is a(p,q,s,ε)–molecule for any ε > max{s/Q,1/p−1},s ≤ s′
and N( f )≤C1, where the constant C1 is independent of the atom.
(ii) Every (p,q,s,ε)–molecule M is in H p and ‖M‖H p ≤C2N(M), where the constant C2 is
independent of the molecule.
We can define H p(K) as follows (see Taibleson and Weiss [29]). Let 0 < p ≤ 1, f ∈ H p(K)
if and only if
f = ∑
k
βkMk in the sense of distribution,
where Mk are a(p,q,s)–molecular with N(Mk)<C for all k and ∑k |βk|p < ∞. Moreover,
‖ f‖H p(K) ≈ inf
{ ∞
∑
k=1
|βk|p :
∞
∑
k=1
βkMk is a molecular decomposition of f
}
.
Remark 3.2. As a consequence of the atomic and molecular characterizations of H p, to show
that a linear map T is bounded on H p it suffices to show that whenever f is a p–atom then T f
is a p–molecule and N(T f )≤C for some constant C independent of f .
4. MAIN RESULT AND APPLICATIONS
4.1. Estimates for characters. First we stat the following lemma which has its own interest.
Lemma 4.1. For all (λ ,m) ∈ K̂ and (x, t) ∈ K and for any integer I ∈ N large enough, the
character ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t) satisfies ∣∣∣ ∂ I∂λ I ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)∣∣∣≤C N(x, t)2I, (4.1)
and ∣∣∣ ∂ I∂λ I ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)∣∣∣≤C N(x, t)2Iϕα(λ ,m)(x, t). (4.2)
Proof. • First, let us prove (4.1). By using Leibnitz’s formula for the I’th derivative of a product
and the recurrence identity for Laguerre polynomials ∂ I∂λ I L
α
m(z) = (−1)ILα+Im−I we obtain for
λ > 0
∂ I
∂λ I ϕ
α
(λ ,m)(x, t) =
I
∑
j=0
(
I
j
)
(−it)I− je−iλ t
∂ j
∂λ j [L
α
m (|λ |x2)]
=
I
∑
j=0
(
I
j
)
(−it)N− je−iλ t
j
∑
i=0
( j
i
)
x2k(−1)i
Lα+im−i(|λ |x2)
Lαm(0)
(−
x2
2
) j−ie−
|λ |x2
2
=
I
∑
j=0
(
I
j
)
(−it)I− jx2 j(−1/2) j
j
∑
i=0
( j
i
)
(−1/2)−i
Lα+km−i (0)
Lαm(0)
ϕα+i(λ ,m−i)(x, t).
(4.3)
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Now, using the fact that |ϕα+i(λ ,m−i)(x, t)| ≤ 1 and that∣∣∣ j∑
i=0
( j
i
)
(−1/2)−k
Lα+im−i(0)
Lαm(0)
∣∣∣≤ 2 j
it follows ∣∣∣ ∂ I∂λ I ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)∣∣∣ ≤ I∑j=0
(
n
j
)
(|t|)I− jx2 j = (x2 + |t|)I
≤ C(x4 +4t2)
I
2 =C N(x, t)2I.
An analogous results follows for λ < 0, as required to prove inequality (4.1).
• The inequality (4.2), follows from (4.3), use the fact that |ϕα+i(λ ,m−i)(x, t)| ≤C|ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)|. As
required to finish the proof. 
Lemma 4.2. Let f be a n−differentiable function over R and let a be a real number. Then the
function g(x) = f (ax2) is n−differentiable and satisfies
g(n)(x) =
n
2∑
i=0
αia
n−ixn−2i f (n−i)(ax2), if n is even .
g(n)(x) =
n−1
2∑
i=0
βian−ixn−2k f (n−i)(ax2), if n is odd .
(αi) and (βi) are two real sequences.
Proof. By induction. 
Proposition 4.3. For all (x, t) ∈K and (λ ,m) ∈ K̂ the function ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t) satisfies
ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t) = ∑
k+ℓ≤I
ωk,ℓ(λ ,m,α) xktℓ+Rθ (x, t), 0 < θ < 1, (4.4)
where
|Rθ (x, t)| ≤C ∑
k+ℓ=I+1
xk|t|ℓN (λ ,m) k2+ℓ, if k is even. (4.5)
An analogous result follows for k is odd .
Here C is a constant depending only on I and ωk,ℓ(λ ,m,α) are functions expressed by mean
of λ ,m and α.
Proof. In order to estimate Rθ (x, t) we may write ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t) in its expanded form and by mak-
ing use of Taylor series with integral’s remainder with respect to the variables (x, t) together
with the help of Lemma 4.2, so we get
ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t) = ∑
k+ℓ≤I
xk
k! .
tℓ
ℓ!
∂ k+ℓ
∂xk∂ tℓ ϕ
α
(λ ,m)(0,0) + ∑
k+ℓ=I+1
xk
k! .
tℓ
ℓ!
∂ k+ℓ
∂xk∂ tℓ ϕ
α
(λ ,m)(θx,θ t)
= ∑
k+ℓ≤I
xk.tℓ
1
k!
1
ℓ!λ
ℓϕα(λ ,m)(0,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
wk,ℓ(λ ,α ,m)
+ Rθ (x, t).
A direct calculation yields
∂ k+ℓ
∂xk∂ tℓ
[
ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)
]
= (iλ )ℓeiλt [L αm (|λ |x2)](k).
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To compute [L αm (|λ |x2)](k) we may use Lemma 4.2, for k being even integer, (An analogous result
follows for k being odd integer), so we obtain
[L αm (|λ |x2)](k) =
k
2∑
j=0
α j|λ |k− jxk−2 j[L αm ](k− j)(|λ |x2).
Now using the fact that L αm (z) = ez/2
Lαm(z)
Lαm(0)
and Leibnitz’s formula for the (k − j)’th derivative of a
product together with recurrence identity for Laguerre polynomials ∂ n∂ zn L
α
m(z) = (−1)nLα+nm−n(z) we obtain
[L αm (z)]
(k− j) =
k− j
∑
s=0
Ck,se−z/2
Lα+sm−s(z)
Lαm(0)
.
Hence, it follows that |λx2| k2− j[L αm ](k− j)(|λ |x2) is bounded, and thus
|[L αm (|λ |x2)](k)| ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
k
2∑
j=0
α j|λ |k/2 |λx2|
k
2− j[L αm ]
(k− j)(|λ |x2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
bounded
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C
k
2∑
j=0
α j|λ |k/2
≤ C|λ |k/2.
So, it turns out ∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ k+ℓ∂xk∂ tℓ ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤C|λ |k/2+ℓ ≤ C|λ |k/2+ℓ(m+ α +12 )k/2+ℓ
= CN (λ ,m)k/2+ℓ,
and hence
|Rθ (x, t)| ≤ C ∑
k+ℓ=I+1
xk |t|ℓN (λ ,m) k2+ℓ.
The proof is completed. 
4.2. Fourier–Laguerre transform on H p(K). The purpose of this section is to study the
Fourier–Laguerre transform on the Laguerre–Hardy type space H p(K). Our results can be seen
as an extension of celebrated properties of the Fourier transform on classical Hardy spaces (see
[8, 9, 15, 29]).
Obviously, if g ∈ S (K), and f = ∑k βkak is a(p,2,s) atom–decompositional expression of
f , then 〈 f ,F (g)〉= lim
n→∞
〈 n
∑
k
βkak,F (g)
〉
exists. Note that ak ∈ L2α(K), and〈 n
∑
k
βkak,F (g)
〉
=
〈 n
∑
k
βkâk,g
〉
.
Then F ( f ) ∈S ′(K) if we define F ( f ) = ∑k βkâk. In the following, we shall further point out
that the series ∑k βkâk is absolutely convergent, and F ( f ) defined above is actually a continuous
function. In order to prove this results, we need to establish the following Lemma, which is a
generalization of [15, Theorem III.7.20].
Lemma 4.4. Let 0 < p≤ 1, and let a(p,2,s)−atom supported on a B(e,r) centred at the orgin.
Set d = 11/p−1/2 = 2p/(2− p). Then there exists a constant C independent of a such that
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(i) For every 0 ≤ I ≤ s,
|DIλ â(λ ,m)| ≤C N (λ ,m)
s−d(I)+1
2 ‖a‖
1−d
(
s+1
Q +
1
2
)
L2α(K)
. (4.6)
(ii) For every 0 ≤ I ≤ s and every 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞,
‖ | DIλ â |
2 ‖
Lq
′
α (K̂)
≤C‖a‖
2−d( 2d(I)Q +
1
q )
L2α(K)
. (4.7)
Here 1q +
1
q′ = 1.
Proof. (i) Let a be a(p,2,s)–atom with Supp a ⊂ B(e,r). By the size condition of a, we
know that mαB(e,r) ≤ ‖a‖
1
1/p−1/2
L2α(K)
= ‖a‖−dL2α(K)
, and mαB(e,r) =
∫
B(e,r)dmα(x, t) = C rQ, one
has ‖a‖L2α(K) ≤C r
−Qd ; that is,
r =C mαB(e,r)Q ≤C ‖a‖
− dQ
L2α(K)
. (4.8)
By the cancelation property of atom,
DIλ â(λ ,m) =
∫
K
(x, t)Ia(x, t)
[
ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)−P(x, t)
]
dmα(x, t)
=
∫
B(e,r)
(x, t)Ia(x, t)
[
ϕα(λ ,m)(x, t)−P(x, t)
]
dmα(x, t),
where
P(x, t) = ∑
k+ℓ≤s−d(I)
ωk,ℓ x
k tℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓ.
Therefore by Proposition 4.3, the estimate for the remainder in Taylor’s formula yields;
|DIλ â(λ ,m)| ≤ ∑
k+ℓ=s−d(I)+1
ωk,ℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓ
∫
K
xk tℓ |a(x, t)|dmα(x, t)
≤ ∑
k+ℓ=s−d(I)+1
ωk,ℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓ
∫
K
(x, t)k+ℓ |a(x, t)|dmα(x, t)
≤ ∑
k+ℓ=s−d(I)+1
ωk,ℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓ
∫
K
N(x, t)k+ℓ |a(x, t)|dmα(x, t)
≤ ∑
k+ℓ=s−d(I)+1
ωk,ℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓrs+1
∫
B(e,r)
|a(x, t)|dmα(x, t)
≤ ∑
k+ℓ=s−d(I)+1
ωk,ℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓrs+1‖a‖L1α(K)
≤ ∑
k+ℓ=s−d(I)+1
ωk,ℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓrs+1mαB(e,r)
1
2‖a‖L2α(K)
≤ ∑
k+ℓ=s−d(I)+1
ωk,ℓ N (λ ,m)k/2+ℓ‖a‖
1−d
(
s+1
Q +
1
2
)
L2α(K)
≤ C N (λ ,m)
s−d(I)+1
2 ‖a‖
1−d
(
s+1
Q +
1
2
)
L2α(K)
.
(ii) First we deal with the cases q′ = 1 and q = ∞, and then we use interpolation.
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• When q′ = 1, we have q = ∞, by using the L1α , L∞α boundedness of the Fourier–Laguerre
transform. ∫
K̂
|DIλ â(λ ,m)|2dγα(λ ,m) =
∫
K
|a(x, t)|2|(x, t)I|2dmα(x, t)
≤ Crd(I)‖a‖2L2α(K)
= C mαB(e,r)−
2d(I)
Q ‖a‖2L2α(K)
≤ C‖a‖
2−2d d(I)Q
L2α(K)
. (4.9)
• If q′ = ∞, we have q = 1 we use Plancherel’s theorem to obtain
|DIλ â(λ ,m)|2 = | ̂(x, t)Ia(x, t)|2 ≤C‖(x, t)Ia(x, t)‖2L1α(K)
≤ Cr2d(I)‖a‖2L1α(K)
≤ Cr2d(I)mαB(e,r)‖a‖2L2α(K)
≤ C‖a‖
2−d( 2d(I)Q +1)
L2α(K)
. (4.10)
• Now, for 1 < q′ < ∞, and by (4.9)–(4.10), we write∫
K̂
|DIλ â(λ ,m)|2q
′dγα(λ ,m) =
∫
K̂
|DIλ â(λ ,m)|2|DIλ â(λ ,m)|2q
′−2dγα(λ ,m)
≤ C ‖DIλ â‖
2
L2α(K)
‖ |DIλ â|
2(q′−1)‖L∞α(K)
≤ C ‖a‖
q′
(
2−d( 2d(I)Q +
1
q )
)
L2α(K)
. (4.11)

Lemma 4.5. If a(p,q,s)–atom then the Fourier–Laguerre transform of a is continuous and
satisfies
|â(λ ,m)| ≤C N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1) (4.12)
Proof. Given a(p,2,s)–atom a centered at the origin e ∈ K. We use the preceding Lemma 4.4
with setting I = 0. Equation (4.6) reduces to the following estimate
|â(λ ,m)| ≤C N (λ ,m) s+12 ‖a‖1−d
(
s+1
Q +
1
2
)
L2α(K)
. (4.13)
Also, equation (4.7) with q = 1, yields
|â(λ ,m)|2 ≤C‖a‖2−dL2α(K). (4.14)
Observe that, in the first estimate, the exponent of ‖a‖L2α(K) negative, whereas in the second
estimate, the exponent of ‖a‖L2α(K) is positive, because d = 2p/(2− p)≤ 2.
Now, combining both estimates we obtain a better one. We use the first one where
N (λ ,m) s+12 ‖a‖1−d
(
s+1
Q +
1
2
)
L2α(K)
≤ ‖a‖
1−d/2
L2α(K)
or, equivalently, where N (λ ,m)Q2 ≤ ‖a‖dL2α(K). In the
rest, we use the second estimate.
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• If N (λ ,m)Q2 ≤ ‖a‖dL2α(K), we get
|â(λ ,m)| ≤ CN (λ ,m) s+12 ‖a‖1−d
(
s+1
Q +
1
2
)
L2α(K)
≤ CN (λ ,m)
s+1
2 +
Q
2d
(
1−d( s+1Q +
1
2 )
)
≤ CN (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1).
• If N (λ ,m)Q2 > ‖a‖dL2α(K), we obtain
|â(λ ,m)| ≤ C‖a‖1−d/2L2α(K)
≤ C N (λ ,m) Q2d (1−d/2)
≤ C N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1).

From the above Lemma, we can deduce an estimation on the Fourier–Laguerre transforms.
Theorem 4.6. Let f ∈ H p(K), 0 < p ≤ 1. Then the Fourier–Laguerre transform F ( f ) of f
which always makes sense as a tempered distribution, is actually a continuous function satisfy-
ing the estimate.
|F ( f )(λ ,m)| ≤C‖ f‖H p(K)N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1) (4.15)
with C independent of f .
Proof. Let f ∈ H p(K). By the atomic decomposition of H p(K), we can find coefficients (βk)
and atoms (ak) such that f = ∑k βkak (in H p(K)–norm) and ∑k |βk|p ≤ C‖ f‖H p(K). This sum
converges in H p–norm, which implies convergence in S ′(K). So by taking the Fourier–Laguerre
transform on f , we have F ( f )(λ ,m)= ∑k βkâk(λ ,m), converging in S ′(K). By (4.12) and the
fact that ∑k |βk|< ∞,
∑
k
|βk||âk(λ ,m)| ≤C∑
k
|βk|N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1) ≤CN (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1)‖ f‖H p(K) < ∞.
Therefore, the sum F ( f )(λ ,m) = ∑k βkâk(λ ,m) converges absolutely on K. Furthermore, on
each compact set K, N (λ ,m) is bounded by a constant C independent of a, so the absolute
convergence above is also uniform on each compact set K. With âk infinitely differentiable
(hence continuous) for all k, we conclude F ( f ) is continuous on all compact sets K, and hence
on K. 
We now consider consequences of Theorem 4.6. The first corollary refines the order of 0 at
the origin, and the second gives weak–type inequality for the Fourier–Laguerre transform. The
third corollary is the Paley–type inequality on Hardy spaces.
Corollary 4.7. Let f ∈ H p(K), 0 < p ≤ 1. Then,
lim
λ→0
F ( f )(λ ,m)
N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1)
= 0, for all m ∈ N. (4.16)
Proof. We start by verifing this on an atom a. By (4.13), we have
|â(λ ,m)| ≤C N (λ ,m) s+12 ‖a‖1−d
(
s+1
Q +
1
2
)
L2α(K)
.
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Since s ≥ [Q(1/p−1)], this implies s+12 > Q2 ( 1p −1). Therefore, we obtain (4.16) for atoms;
lim
λ→0
â(λ ,m)
N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1)
= 0, for all m ∈ N.
Now if f ∈ H p(K), we can decompose f = ∑k βkak, for ∑k |βk|p < ∞ and (p,q,s)–atoms ak.
Thus,
F ( f )(λ ,m)
N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1)
≤
∞
∑
k=1
|âk(λ ,m)|
N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (
1
p−1)
|βk|.
By (4.15) and the fact that ∑k |βk| < ∞, we can apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem to
the above sum (treated as an integral). Since each term in the sum goes to 0 as λ → 0 for all
m ∈ N we obtain (4.16). 
Corollary 4.8. Let f be a function in H p(K), with 0 < p ≤ 1. Then
γα
({
(λ ,m) ∈ K̂ : N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (1−
2
p )|F ( f )(λ ,m)| ≥ β})≤C‖ f‖pH p(K)β p , β > 0.
Proof. Let f ∈ H p(K) with 0 < p ≤ 1 and let β > 0. We consider the set
E pλ ,m = {(λ ,m) ∈ K̂ : N (λ ,m)
Q
2 (1−
2
p )|F ( f )(λ ,m)| ≥ β}.
From (4.15) it follows that
γα
(
E pλ ,m
)
≤C
∫
B(e,rp)
dγα(λ ,m) ≤ C ∑
m≥0
Lαm(0)
∫ rp
4m+2α+2
−rp
4m+2α+2
|λ |α+1dλ
= C rQ/2p ∑
m≥0
Lαm(0)
(4m+2α +2)α+2
.
Using the fact that Lαm(0)∼ m
α
Γ(α+1) and rp =
(
‖ f‖H p(K)/β
)2p/Q
which finishes the proof. 
Corollary 4.9. [2](Paley–type inequality) Let 0 < p≤ 1. There exists C > 0 such that, for every
f ∈ H p(K), we have ∫
K̂
|F ( f )(λ ,m)|p
|N (λ ,m)|Q2 (2−p)
dγα(λ ,m)≤C‖ f‖pH p(K), (4.17)
where C is independent of f .
Remarks 2.
(1) A version of the Hardy–type inequality for Fourier–Laguerre transform on K appears
when we take p = 1.
(2) If α = n−1, (n∈N−{0}), Q= 2n+2, which is nothing but the homogenous dimension
of Heisenberg group Hn.
By using the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem we obtain an analogue of the Paley–type
inequality was extended (the range of p) to Lpα(K), 1 < p ≤ 2, that is a Pitt–type inequality for
the Fourier–Laguerre transform.
Theorem 4.10. (Pitt–type inequality) Let 1 < p ≤ 2. There exists C > 0 such that, for every
f ∈ Lpα(K), we have ∫
K̂
|F ( f )(λ ,m)|p
|N (λ ,m)|Q2 (2−p)
dγα(λ ,m)≤C ‖ f‖pLp(K)
where C is independent of f .
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Proof. Consider the map defined by
T f (λ ,m) := |N (λ ,m)|Q/2|F ( f )(λ ,m)|.
It follows from Plancherel’s theorem for the Fourier–Laguerre transform that the operator T is
a strong (2,2) type, i.e;
‖T f‖L2α (K̂,dνα) ≤C‖ f‖L2α(K,dmα), where dνα(λ ,m) :=
dγα(λ ,m)
|N (λ ,m)|Q .
Now, consider the set E2λ ,m = {(λ ,m)∈ K̂ : T ( f )(λ ,m)> β}. Since ‖F ( f )‖L∞α(K̂) ≤ ‖ f‖L1α(K).
Therefore, for (λ ,m) ∈ Eλ ,m we have |λ |Q/2 > β(4m+2α+2)Q/2‖ f ‖L1α (K)
:= R2/Q. This forces
να(Eλ ,m) =
∫
Eλ ,m
dγα(λ ,m)
|N (λ ,m)|Q ≤C ∑
m≥0
Lαm(0)
∫
R\(−R,R)
|λ |−Q+α+1dλ =C R−Q/2.
Thus, να
(
{(λ ,m) : T ( f )(λ ,m) > β}
)
≤ C
‖ f ‖L1α (K)β , which implies T is of weak type (1,1).
Thus, the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem implies the theorem. 
4.3. The Fourier–Laguerre multiplier. Let M : K̂ −→ C be a bounded function and TM the
multiplier operator initially defined by
f −→ TM( f ) = F−1(M f̂ ), f ∈ H p(K)∩S (K)
The aim of this section is to prove an analogue of the famous Ho¨rmander multiplier theorem,
states as follows.
Theorem 4.11. Let 0 < p ≤ 1 and τ > Q( 1p − 12) is even. Suppose that M ∈ C d(I)(K̂),
0 ≤ d(I)≤ τ, is a bounded measurable function satisfying which satisfies the Ho¨rmander con-
dition : ∫
R
2≤N (λ ,m)≤R
|DIλ M(λ ,m)|2dγα(λ ,m)≤C RQ−d(I), for all R > 0. (4.18)
Then the operator TM can be extended a bounded operator on H p(K).
Remark 4.1. Note that the Ho¨rmander condition (4.18) is implied by Mihlin’s condition :
|DIλ M(λ ,m)| ≤CN (λ ,m)−
d(I)
2 , 0 ≤ d(I)≤ τ. (4.19)
Proof. Let a be a(p,2,s1)–atom with s ≤ s1. Let ε be a constant satisfying the condition of
molecules. Then a will be a(p,2,s,ε) molecule with N(a) ≤C. Here C is a constant indepen-
dent of a. In particular, if a is supported on a ball centered at the origin and τ =Q[1/2+ε] =Qβ
is a positive integer, then by Plancherel’s theorem, we know that{
‖â‖
( 12−
1
p+
τ
Q )
L2α(K̂)
‖Dd(I)λ â‖
1
p−
1
2
L2α(K̂)
}Q/τ
≤C, where 0 ≤ d(I)≤ τ.
Let a be a(p,2,τ − 1)–atom. We want to show that F−1(Mâ) is
a(p,2, [Q( 1p −1)], τQ − 12)–molecule supported on a ball centered at the origin. Moreover,
N(TMa)≤C.
We first check the size condition for F−1(Mâ). By Plancherel’s theorem, we just need to show
that
N(TMa) =
{
‖TMa‖
( 12−
1
p+
τ
Q )
L2α(K)
‖N(., .)τTMa‖
1
p−
1
2
L2α(K)
}Q/τ
≤C. (4.20)
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According to Plancherel Theorem,
‖TMa‖L2α(K) = ‖â M‖L2α(K̂)
≤ C‖â‖L2α(K̂)
≤ C‖a‖L2α(K). (4.21)
Hence (4.20) is followed from
‖N(., .)τTMa‖L2α(K) ≤C‖a‖
1− dτQ
L2α(K)
. (4.22)
Because N(x, t)τ = (x4 +4t2)τ/4 ≤C(|t|+ |x|2)τ/2 and τ2 is an integer, we have
‖N(., .)τTMa‖L2α(K) ≤ C‖(|x|
2+ |t|)τ/2TMa‖L2α(K)
≤ C‖ ̂(|x|2+ |t|)τ/2TMa‖L2α(K̂)
≤ C ∑
d(I)=τ
‖DIλ (T̂Ma)‖L2α(K̂)
≤ C ∑
d(I)=τ
‖DIλ (âM)‖L2α(K̂)
≤ C ∑
d(I′)+d(I′′)=τ
‖(DI
′
λ â)(D
I′′
λ M)‖L2α(K̂).
To prove (4.22), we need only to prove
‖(DI
′
λ â)(D
I′′
λ M)‖L2α(K̂) ≤C‖a‖
1− dτQ
L2α(K)
. (4.23)
Let us now consider two cases for proving (4.23). First, if d(I′) = τ, from (4.9), we get
‖(DI
′
λ â)M‖L2α(K̂) ≤C‖D
I′
λ â‖L2α(K̂) ≤C‖a‖
1− dτQ
L2α(K)
. (4.24)
Thus, (4.23) holds. Secondly, suppose 0 ≤ d(I′)< τ, then
‖(DI
′
λ â)(D
I′′
λ M)‖
2
L2α(K̂)
≤
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
∫
R
|DI
′
λ â(λ ,m)|2|DI
′′
λ M(λ ,m)|2|λ |α+1dλ
≤
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
∞
∑
ℓ=−∞
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|DI
′
λ â(λ ,m)|2|DI
′′
λ M(λ ,m)|2|λ |α+1dλ .
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Fix ℓ0 such that 2ℓ ≤ ‖a‖
2d
Q
L2α(K)
< 2ℓ+1. Making use of (4.6), we get
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
ℓ0∑
ℓ=−∞
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|DI
′
λ â(λ ,m)|2|DI
′′
λ M(λ ,m)|2|λ |α+1dλ
≤ C
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
ℓ0∑
ℓ=−∞
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|DI
′
λ â(λ ,m)|2|N (λ ,m)|−d(I
′′)|λ |α+1dλ
≤ C‖a‖
2−d( 2τQ +1)
L2α(K)
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
ℓ0∑
ℓ=−∞
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|N (λ ,m)|τ−d(I′)−d(I′′)|λ |α+1dλ
≤ C‖a‖
2−d( 2τQ +1)
L2α(K)
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
ℓ0∑
ℓ=−∞
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|λ |α+1dλ
≤ C‖a‖
2−d( 2τQ +1)
L2α(K)
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
ℓ0∑
ℓ=−∞
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
2(ℓ+1)(α+1)
(4m+2α +2)α+1
dλ
≤ C‖a‖
2−d( 2τQ +1)
L2α(K)
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
ℓ0∑
ℓ=−∞
2(ℓ+1)(α+2)
(4m+2α +2)α+2
(
use Lαm(0)∼
mα
Γ(α +1)
)
≤ C‖a‖
2−d( 2τQ +1)
L2α(K)
2ℓ0(α+2) ≤C‖a‖
2− 2dτQ
L2α(K)
. (4.25)
By (4.9), we have
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
∞
∑
ℓ=ℓ0+1
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|DI
′
λ â(λ ,m)|2|DI
′′
λ M(λ ,m)|2|λ |α+1dλ
≤ C
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
∞
∑
ℓ=ℓ0+1
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|DI
′
λ â(λ ,m)|2|N (λ ,m)|−d(I
′′)|λ |α+1dλ
≤ C
∞
∑
ℓ=ℓ0+1
2−ℓd(I
′′)
∞
∑
m=0
Lαm(0)
∫
2ℓ<|λ |≤2ℓ+1
|DI
′
λ â(λ ,m)|2|λ |α+1dλ
≤ C 2−ℓ0d(I
′′)‖DI
′
λ â‖
2
L2α(K̂)
≤C2−ℓ0d(I
′′)‖a‖
2−2d d(I
′)
Q
L2α(K)
≤ C‖a‖
2− 2dτQ
L2α(K)
. (4.26)
This completes the proof of (4.23) is followed from (4.24)–(4.26). Next, we want to show that
TMa satisfies the vanishing moment condition i.e.,∫
K
TMa(x, t)(x, t)IdV (x, t) = 0, 0 ≤ d(I)≤ [Q(1p −1)]. (4.27)
From (4.6), if d(I′)+d(I′′)≤ [Q( 1p −1], then
‖(DI
′
λ â)(D
I′′
λ M)‖
2
L1α(K̂)
≤ ‖(DI
′
λ â)‖
2
L2α(K̂)
‖(DI
′′
λ â)‖
2
L2α(K̂)
≤ CN (λ ,m)τ−1−d(I′)+1N (λ ,m)−d(I′′)‖a‖2−
2dτ
Q
L2α(K)
≤ CN (λ ,m)τ−d(I′)−d(I′′)‖a‖2−
2dτ
Q
L2α(K)
≤ C|λ |τ−d(I′)−d(I′′) → 0 as λ → 0, for all m ∈ N.
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Hence
DIλ (â(λ ,m)M(λ ,m))→ 0 as λ → 0, 0 ≤ d(I)≤ [Q(
1
p
−1)], for all m ∈ N,
in the sense of weak convergence, which complete the proof of (4.27). Finally, for general
f ∈ H p(K), we know that
f = ∑
k
βkak,
where ak’s are (p,2,τ−1)–atoms and ∑k |βk|p ≤C‖ f‖pH p(K). Then by the above result, we have
TM( f ) = F−1(M f̂ ) = ∑
k
βkF−1(Mâk).
It follows that
‖F−1(M f̂ )‖H p(K) ≤ ∑
k
|βk| . ‖F−1(Mâk)‖H p(K) ≤C∑
k
|βk| .N
(
F
−1(Mâk)
)
≤ C∑
k
|βk| ≤C
(
∑
k
|βk|p
)1/p
≤C‖ f‖H p(K).
The proof of this theorem is therefore complete. 
4.4. Applications. We are now in a position to state our application, which has been inspired
by [20, see §.4].
The positive symmetric in L2α operator Lα being hypoelliptic admits a selfadjoint extension.
Denote it by Lα . Let Eλ be the spectral resolution for Lα , (see, [25]) i.e.,
Lα f =
∫
∞
0
λdEλ ( f ), f ∈ Dom(Lα).
Then, according to the Littlewood–Paley–Stein theory (see, [27]), if
f (λ ) =
∫
∞
0
e−λ sφ(s)ds (4.28)
for some φ ∈ L∞(0,∞), the operator f (Lα) = ∫ ∞0 f (λ )dE(λ ) is bounded on Lpα(K), p < ∞.
As a simple corollary of Theorem 4.11, the following corollary is convenient for application.
Corollary 4.12. Suppose f is a function of class C τ such taht | f ( j)(r)| ≤C r− j for 0 ≤ j ≤ τ.
Set
M(λ ,m) = f (N (λ ,m)).
Then the operator TM can be extended a bounded operator on H p(K).
Example 4.1. The fractional operators Li s, (I+L)i s, s∈R, are bounded on H p(K), 0 < p≤ 1,
where L̂i s( f )(λ ,m) = N (λ ,m)i s f̂ (λ ,m) and ̂(I+L)i s( f )(λ ,m) = (1+N (λ ,m))i s f̂ (λ ,m).
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